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hi all, 
 
First I would like to thank Robin, aa4rc, for all the effort required to port DVAPTool to the RaspberryPi 
platform and also to thank Mike, w2swr for putting together the autostart pdf file.  
 
I did want to share the one difficulty I had in getting the RaspberryPI and the DVAP to work as an 
autostart solution and thought I'd share my troubles and solution to same.  
 
For my configuration I wanted to use my PI with a wireless USB adapter. In this way I could use the 
wireless network at home or use the hot spot on my phone if I wanted to be on the go. The adapter I used 
was an ASUS USB adapter. It works fine with the RaspberryPI and was fairly cheap.  
 
I followed the installation instructions for the DVAPTool software. It worked wonderfully. Then I followed 
the PDF in the files section of the group in the DVAP for Raspberry Pi Autostart folder. After rebooting 
things seemed to work fine. I got the blue blinking light on the DVAP but got a "Gateway Unknown" error 
message on trying to connect to anything. I did all of my installations and configuration from a 
putty/Xming remote XWindows session. I rebooted with the PI plugged into a monitor. All looked good 
(blue light on DVAP and window up and open on the screen) but received the same "Gateway Unknown" 
when trying to connect to anything. Mind you the it worked perfectly when DVAPTool was started 
manually. On a hunch I plugged in a network cable and rebooted. This worked which lead me to believe 
that the wireless adapter was taking longer to connect and not ready by the time that DVAPTool was 
starting. My solution was to insert a delay in the starting of the DVAPTool program. I inserted a 90sec 
delay by creating a startup script (DVAP_start.sh) and inserting it into the DVAP_Tool.desktop file located 
in the autostart folder replacing the DVAPTool. The modifications are listed below. 
This solution worked and provided more than ample time for the wireless card to locate and connect to 
the network and obtain an IPaddress. 
 
################################################### 
File: DVAP_start.sh 
 
#!/bin/sh 
 
# wait 90 sec 
sleep 90 
 
# Start DVAPTool 
exec /home/pi/DVAP/DVAPTool -open 
 
################################################### 
 
run the following command from the /home/pi/DVAP directory 
 
chmod 755 DVAP_start.sh 
 
This will make the DVAP_start.sh file executable. 
 
################################################### 
 
File: /home/pi/.config/autostart/DVAP_Tool.desktop 
 
[Desktop Entry] 
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Name=DVAP Tool 
Exec=/home/pi/DVAP/DVAP_start.sh 
Icon=/home/pi/DVAP/dvap.png 
Config=/home/pi/.config/DVDongle.com/DVAPTool.conf 
Terminal=false 
Type=Application 
Catagories=Application; 
StartupNotify=true 
 
################################################### 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jeff Rauh 
kc8zrm 

 


